
MOS/PROP/551/2/2019
Embassy of India

Moscow
Notice Inviting Bids

            The Embassy of India, Moscow invites bids from interested entities for supply of LED
Screen for  indoor usage, along with a suitable Video Processor, with following specifications
for one of the halls located at 6-8, Vorontsovo Pole:

i) Screen Information: Dimensions: 5.12 mts (w) x 1.92 mts (h); Pixel Pitch: 2.5 mm;
Brightness:  1000-1500  Cd/sq  mts;  Viewing  Angle  (Horizontal/Vertical):  120/120
degrees or higher;  LED Type: SMD (Surface Mount Device);  LED Manufacturer:
Epistar/Kinglight/Nation Star; Maintenance Way: Front Access 

ii) Control System: Refresh Rate: 1920-3840 Hz; Digital Processing: 12 bits or more &
Gray Scale: 4096 or more; Support Input: Composite Video, S-Video, DVI, HDMI,
SDI, HD-SDI

2. The payment shall be done subsequent to the delivery and installation of the equipment at
the above cited location and the quoted prices should include the cost of hardware, software, and
installation of all the equipment. 

3. Interested  parties  may  visit  the  site  at  which  the  screen  needs  to  be  mounted  for
ascertaining the suitability and requirement of this Mission from 10.12.2019 to 30.12.2019. This
would help the interested suppliers to formulate their quotation. A prior appointment should be
made with Establishment Section of the Embassy of India (Tel. No. 495-7837535 /Extn. 333) for
this purpose. 

4. Suppliers are required to submit their bids in a sealed envelope describing in detail the
specification of  the requisite  items.  Since only some of  the crucial  specifications are  listed
above,  it  is  emphasized  that  detailed  technical  specifications  of  the  LED  Screen  may  be
submitted as this shall become basis for selection of the best option by the Embassy. The bids
should be valid for a period of three months from the date of the opening of bids. 

5. The sealed envelope (Title: PRICE QUOTATION FOR LED SCREEN)  should be
submitted  to  the  attention  of  the  Head  of  Chancery,  Embassy  of  India,  Moscow  latest  by
31.12.2019 accompanied with the proof of  payment of Rbls. 50,000/- to the Embassy of India,
Moscow vide bank transfer (Bank details can be obtained from the Embassy while visiting the
site for inspection). The amount of Rbls. 50,000/- will be treated as earnest money deposit/bid
security and would be returned to all the unsuccessful bidders within 30 days after finalization of
the contract with the successful bidder. 

6. The successful bidder shall be obliged to deposit an amount equivalent to 5% of the value
of the contract to be awarded as performance security. The performance security shall remain
valid for a period of 60 days beyond the completion of all contractual obligations of the bidder.
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The bid security shall be refunded to the successful bidder on the receipt of the performance
security.  

7. Representatives of all the bidding parties can be present at the time of the opening of the
bids. The bids shall be opened on 01.01.2020 at 1030 hrs. at the Embassy of India, Moscow,
Vorontsovo Pole, 6-8. The work shall be offered to the lowest bidding party after evaluating the
product offered by each party in terms of Embassy’s requirement. 

     
(T J Suresh)

Head of Chancery
09.12.2019


